Phone/FAX Guidance (English)

Phone number: 052-249-9799

AICHI PREFECTURE MEDICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM PROVIDES FREE INFORMATION ABOUT MEDICAL FACILITIES BY PHONE AND FAX. PLEASE FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW.

Dial 052-249-9799. You will hear the message “This is Aichi prefecture English medical information system”.

After the message, please choose from the following options:

00 Information about the system (to receive this document by fax)
01 Information about hospitals
02 Information about doctors’ offices
03 Information about surgeons’ offices
04 Information about pediatricians
05 Information about other specialties

If you choose 05, “Information about other specialties” at previous question, Choose the problem you require information about:

01 Internal problem 06 Skin or urinary tract problem
02 Children’s or infants’ problem 07 Pregnancy-related or gynecological problem
03 External problem 08 Psychological problem
04 Eye problem 09 Dental problem
05 Ear, nose and throat problem 10 Other problem

Search for medical facilities in a geographical area

1 Medical facilities in a city, town, ward, or village
2 Medical facilities near a train station

Please give the Japanese name of the city or station.

For example, if you are looking for a medical facility near Nagoya station, please say “Nagoya Eki”.

Confirm your choice of specialty by pressing 1. If we have recorded the wrong specialty, press 2 to correct it.

Thank you for waiting. You will receive the information you requested by phone or fax. Please follow the announcements for further instructions and press the appropriate key.

Press “0” during the announcement to receive information by fax. Follow the instructions in the information.

Note: Please telephone the hospital or medical facility before you go there.